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Mohamed Helmy <helmy.m@gmail.com>

Re: corruption in SG

Bee Yan KANG (SPF) <KANG_Bee_Yan@spf.gov.sg> 25 December 2020 at 11:38
To: "helmy.m@gmail.com" <helmy.m@gmail.com>

Dear Sir,

 

              I have received your email. As communicated, we are reviewing your report and will keep you posted of the
outcome.

 

              Should you have any further queries, I can be contacted at 63914774.

 

              Thank you

 

Regards,

Kang Bee Yan (Ms) 
Investigation Officer

General Investigation Squad 2 | Tanglin Division | Singapore Police Force

DID (65) 6391 4774 | FAX (65) 6396 4900

Singapore Police Force – Commemorating 200 Years of Policing   

WARNING: "Privileged/Confidential information may be contained in this message. If you are not the intended addressee, you must not copy,
distribute or take any action in reliance thereon. Communication of any information in this email to any unauthorized person is an offence under
the Official Secrets Act (Cap 213). Please notify the sender immediately if you receive this in error."

 

From: Mohamed Helmy <helmy.m@gmail.com>  
Sent: Friday, December 25, 2020 11:04 AM 
To: bee_yan_kang@spf.gov.sg; Bee Yan KANG (SPF) <KANG_Bee_Yan@spf.gov.sg> 
Subject: Fwd: corruption in SG

 

Hello Kang,

 

I thought I'd try one last time to send you the reports to get the ball rolling as early as possible next week, please see
the thread below and files attached.

 

I'm not sure why it's so hard to get a correct email address! Also, in the process of several phone calls I noticed that all
your colleagues are very comfortable with the NATO alphabet, and with which you seemed completely unfamiliar. It
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would have facilitated our communication of things like email addresses. Was NATO alphabet not part of your
training?

 

I hope you receive the reports in due course.

 

Kind regards,

Mohamed Helmy

MD, PhD

 

helmy.m@gmail.com

+65 83 555 817

10 Jurong Lake Link, #15-39

Singapore 648131

 

---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: Mohamed Helmy <helmy.m@gmail.com> 
Date: Thu, 24 Dec 2020 at 21:08 
Subject: Fwd: corruption in SG 
To: <ow_soon_lee@spf.gov.sg>, <rachel_koo@spf.gov.sg>, <jasmine_cher@spf.gov.sg>,
<TAN_Wei_Yuan@spf.gov.sg>, <Beverley_SEETOH@spf.gov.sg>, <peh_chin_wah@spf.gov.sg>,
<eugene_neo@spf.gov.sg>, <LAI_Ming_Hui@spf.gov.sg>, <CHEONG_Chee_Ming@spf.gov.sg>,
<ONG_Hock_Boon@spf.gov.sg>, <chan_peng_khuan@spf.gov.sg>, <ONG_Bi_Hui@spf.gov.sg>,
<mark_yeo@spf.gov.sg>, <Gregory_KANG@spf.gov.sg>, <lee_wee_kiang@spf.gov.sg>,
<richard_wong@spf.gov.sg>, <leow_yan_yun@spf.gov.sg>, <Kevin_HAN@spf.gov.sg>, <Aileen_YAP@spf.gov.sg>,
<marc_e@spf.gov.sg>, <Heng_Chih_Yang@spf.gov.sg>, <roy_lim@spf.gov.sg>, <Yong_Wei_Jun@spf.gov.sg>,
<lim_sin_kim@spf.gov.sg>, <Jonathan_ES_LIM@spf.gov.sg>, <Ng_Li_Ki@spf.gov.sg>

 

Dears Sirs, Dear Madams,

 

This concerns putative widespread and systemic corruption in Singapore research and academia, please see
attached two (2) documents and email thread below.

 

To those addressees whom I emailed earlier today, I apologize for repeated messaging. I just thought to fulfill my duty
as conscientiously as possible and disclose the following information.

 

Regarding Singapore Police Report E/20201219/2035: the email address I received for Officer Si Kang Bee Yan by
calling 6391 0000  was bee_yan_kang@spf.gov.sg and that has also bounced. As I received two incorrect
email addresses, I will not attempt to contact this Officer again, perhaps she will contact me next week.

 

Regarding Singapore Police Report D/20201224/2022: Officer Wong (as he identified himself, the relevant police
report says he is Inspector, full name Wong Jun Wei) was not interested to listen to the case, which is about NTU
leaving my email account open though they terminated my access to it in the same minute I was informed I was
dismissed in a letter from a person who knocked on my door on the 4th of December. Officer Wong is aware that I
have evidence indicating my University account was hacked or somehow compromised around 15.09.2020. Officer
Wong put the phone down (did not listen) after he asked what the case was about and later said it was 'because I
talked about research' though the most technical word I used was 'animal' and I did not say anything about research
(nothing about the research at all was mentioned, for example it could have been about the animal's heart, brain,
behavior, or cancer growth). I was just extremely briefly listing events in simple English. I offered to meet Officer Wong
immediately and be at his office within 30 minutes, he rejected my offer. 
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Of course, I am always at the disposal of anyone serving Singapore.

 

 

Kind regards,

Mohamed Helmy

MD, PhD

 

helmy.m@gmail.com

+65 83 555 817

10 Jurong Lake Link, #15-39

Singapore 648131

 

---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: Mohamed Helmy <helmy.m@gmail.com> 
Date: Thu, 24 Dec 2020 at 17:45 
Subject: Fwd: corruption in SG 
To: <low_soon_lee@spf.gov.sg>, <rachel_koo@spf.gov.sg>, <jasmine_cher@spf.gov.sg>,
<TAN_Wei_Yuan@spf.gov.sg>, <Beverley_SEETOH@spf.gov.sg>, <peh_chin_wah@spf.gov.sg>,
<eugene_neo@spf.gov.sg>, <LAI_Ming_Hui@spf.gov.sg>, <CHEONG_Chee_Ming@spf.gov.sg>,
<ONG_Hock_Boon@spf.gov.sg>, <chan_peng_khuan@spf.gov.sg>, <ONG_Bi_Hui@spf.gov.sg>,
<mark_yeo@spf.gov.sg>, <Gregory_KANG@spf.gov.sg>, <lee_wee_kiang@spf.gov.sg>,
<richard_wong@spf.gov.sg>, <leow_yan_yun@spf.gov.sg>, <Kevin_HAN@spf.gov.sg>, <Aileen_YAP@spf.gov.sg>,
<bee_yan_kang@spf.gov.sg>

 

 

 

Officer Kang: The reason why you did not receive the email I sent you is probably because you gave me the wrong
email address. You spelled it out to me and I confirmed: 'kang_bee_yan@sps.gov.sg'. I received a different address
from the Tanglin Division: 'bee_yan_kang@spf.gov.sg'. The email did not bounce right away, please see the thread
attached below. I added addressees who may also be interested in this case.

 

Dear Commander Cheong, Commander Kang, Deputy Commander Ong, Investigator Chan, Director Lee, Mr.
Wong, Ms. Leow, Mr. Han, Ms. Cher, Ms. Koo, Mr. Low, Mr. Tan, Ms. Seetoh, Mr. Peh, Mr. Eugene, Ms. Yap, Ms.
Hui, Bi Hui, and Mark,

 

The documents attached show putative widespread and systemic corruption in Singapore research and academia. In
MOET3_misconduct_MH.pdf is evidence that a group of individuals took S$19.4 million to do research on Alzheimer's
and dementia and did nothing on Alzheimer's and dementia. Arguably, they did not much of anything, really. Plagiarise
some theses and duplicate some articles, mostly, the evidence seems to indicate.

 

In NTU_misconduct_MH.pdf is evidence research misconduct (including animal experiments and putative forgery of
documents pertaining to the same), academic misconduct (including in the supervision of bachelor degree students),
and financial misconduct (gross and over a period of about a decade) by two individuals at Nanyang Technological
University. One was my reporting officer, the other is her spouse.

 

In a message below I had wished to clarify to Officer Kang a couple of points we chatted about over the phone.
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I am at your disposal.

 

Kind regards,

Mohamed Helmy

MD, PhD

 

helmy.m@gmail.com

+65 83 555 817

10 Jurong Lake Link, #15-39

Singapore 648131

 

---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: Mohamed Helmy <helmy.m@gmail.com> 
Date: Wed, 23 Dec 2020 at 16:20 
Subject: corruption in SG 
To: <kang_bee_yan@sps.gov.sg>

 

Dear Kang,

 

Thank you for speaking with me.

 

Please find attached NTU_misconduct_MH.pdf and MOET3_misconduct_MH.pdf as discussed.

 

The crimes are at least cheating, mischief, forgery, and harassment, but there's a long list of others. I lump it together
as 'corruption'.

 

The report to MAS was about money putatively sent abroad only (so some kind of embezzlement). For financial
misconduct in Singapore, I sent a report to the Auditor-General Office. A Ms. Foo there told me it was 'my concern'
and they do not investigate such things as they are 'outside their mandate' or 'not in accordance with the law', both
reasons are nonsense of course. There's plenty of evidence to show it is well within the AGO's mandate (like, tonnes
of data in the AGO's reports themselves), and as to 'accordance with the law', the letter of the law says AGO must
investigate, so she must be referring to a law of her own, or some law that is not published by the Singapore
Government.

 

I hope you can bring justice to these people who are stealing huge amounts of money - that does not surprise me.
What causes me great pain and sadness is the demoralisation and loss of real opportunities that good, intelligent,
creative, honest, and highly competent Singaporeans and people working for Singapore are suffering from - they don't
have a chance while these criminals are in charge. Notice these criminals are the same people who are supposed to
be making sure young students are protected, taught, given their rightful opportunity in Singapore, making sure clinical
trials are run fairly and transparently, and advancing the cause of science and Singapore.

 

A law firm took my money, said I had a strong case regarding unlawful dismissal, that they are the best in the market
to represent me, and then suddenly became incompetent, did not have all my papers 'in one place', and finally after
many weeks delay were 'too busy to give my case the attention it deserves'. But when they were still lawyers looking
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out for their client's interest in particular and Singapore in general, they did tell me the Singapore Police has the power
to investigate anything, and resources to draw on the necessary expertise - just that it is usually a slow process.

 

You 'Mr.-ed' me once more before you hung up 😁 Usually I don't mind. NTU Human Resources has been using it as a
strategy, to deliberately address me as Mr. even after I point it out, and when they know better as HR in a University
(and yes, I have evidence of that). So I'm sensitised. Really, please try to get into the habit of calling me Helmy. It
sounds like 'help me', so easy to come out 😀

 

I am at your disposal, please feel free to call me any time, message me like you did today, I'll get back to you ASAP,
come by to my place of residence, or ask me to your office.

 

Kind regards, 

Mohamed Helmy

MD, PhD

 

helmy.m@gmail.com

+65 83 555 817

10 Jurong Lake Link, #15-39

Singapore 648131

 

 

Mohamed Helmy

MD, PhD

 

helmy.m@gmail.com

+65 83 555 817

10 Jurong Lake Link, #15-39

Singapore 648131

 

---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: Mail Delivery Subsystem <mailer-daemon@googlemail.com> 
Date: Thu, 24 Dec 2020 at 16:33 
Subject: Delivery Status Notification (Delay) 
To: <helmy.m@gmail.com>

 

Delivery incomplete

There was a temporary problem while delivering your message
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to kang_bee_yan@sps.gov.sg. Gmail will retry for 47 more hours. You'll be notified if
the delivery fails permanently.

LEARN MORE

The response was:

The recipient server did not accept our requests to connect. Learn more
at https://support.google.com/mail/answer/7720 [sps.gov.sg 13.228.174.122: timed out]

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Mohamed Helmy <helmy.m@gmail.com> 
To: kang_bee_yan@sps.gov.sg 
Cc:  
Bcc:  
Date: Wed, 23 Dec 2020 16:20:28 +0800 
Subject: corruption in SG 
----- Message truncated -----
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